David D. Wallace papers, 1822-1967  
SCHS 1261.00  
Containers 28/356-445

Creator: Wallace, David Duncan, 1874-1951.  
Clippard, Sophie Wallace.

Description: 35 linear ft.

Biographical/historical note: Columbia and Spartanburg, S.C. educator and historian.

Scope and content: Papers consist of research notes, correspondence, financial records, manuscripts and publications of Wallace's articles and other writings, family papers, and other items.

Research notes (handwritten and typed on half-sheets) are for Wallace's "History of South Carolina," "A Hundred Years of William Gregg and Graniteville," "Life of Martin Witherspoon Gary," and "History of Wofford College."

Correspondence includes a series of selected correspondence (1923-1951) of Wallace with historians and others which was removed from a larger series of his personal and professional letters (1922-1951) contained in the papers. Also included is his correspondence (1918-1922) while he was Chairman of the S.C. Board of Charities and Corrections. Family papers (1871-1965) include Wallace's correspondence with his wife Sophie W.A. Wallace and with his parents W.H. Wallace and Alice Wallace as well as his parents letters to each other. There is also correspondence of Sophie W.A. Wallace with her parents, her children and their families; and letters of Wallace's second wife Maud S. Orr. Papers (1822-1965) of the Adam, Fisher, Willis, Duncan, and Lomax families and related families consist of correspondence, financial and business records, scrapbooks, diaries, an album of cartes-de-visite, loose photographs, genealogical material, ephemera, clippings, and other items. Included are transcriptions of letters (1839-1851) of Mary E.D. Lomax of Abbeville (S.C.); and accounts (1822-1829) for students' tuition at Norfolk Academy.

Wallace's financial and investment records include receipts, invoices, accounts, and related correspondence. Other items include a clipping file; and reminiscences about Wallace by his daughter Sophie Clippard.

Note: Available on microfiche.

Search terms:
Gary, Martin Witherspoon, 1831-1881.
Gregg, William, 1800-1867.
Lomax, Mary Elizabeth Duncan, 1825-1851.
Wallace, Alice Amanda Lomax, 1846-1920.
Wallace, David Duncan, 1874-1951.
Wallace, Maud Summers Orr.
Wallace, Sophronia Willis Adam, 1872-1933.
Wallace, William Henry, 1848-1924.
Adams family.
Duncan family.
Fisher family.
Lomax family.
Wallace family.
Willis family.
Graniteville Company.
Norfolk Academy (Va.)
Wofford College (Spartanburg, S.C.)
South Carolina. State Board of Charities and Corrections.
South Carolina -- History.
Cartes-de-visite.
Diaries.
Genealogies.
Letters (correspondence)
Manuscripts.
Photographs.
Research (document genres)
Historians.

Series overview:
1261.01 David D. Wallace Papers (28/356-452)
1261.02.01 Adam Family Papers (see p. 3)
1261.02.02 Willis Family Papers (see p. 3)

Container list:
Note: The “Guide to the Microform Edition” of David D. Wallace’s papers contains useful details but the box numbers do not always correspond with the SCHS collection (see the preface in the guide, p. iii). Some of the material in the “Guide” is housed at Wofford College.

1261.01 David D. Wallace Papers
28/356-357 Notes (on half sheets) for The History of South Carolina (for details, see the corresponding box numbers in the guide to the microform edition, beginning p. 15)
28/368-369 Notes (on half sheets) for *A Hundred Years of William Gregg and Graniteville* (for details, see guide to microform edition, beginning p. 29)
28/370 Notes (on half sheets) on volumes I & II of *History of S.C.* and the M.W. Gary biography
28/371 Notes (on half sheets) on *The History of Wofford College* (see microform edition guide, p. 30-31)
28/372 Selected correspondence, Ball – Woody (for a list of correspondents, see microform edition guide, p. 31-32)
28/373 Correspondence, 1922 (for details, see microform ed. guide, p. 32)
28/374 Correspondence, 1923-1924
28/375 Correspondence, 1925
28/376 Correspondence, 1926
28/377 Correspondence, 1927-1928
28/378 Correspondence, 1929-1930
28/379 Correspondence, 1930
28/380 Correspondence, 1931
28/381 Correspondence, 1931
28/382-383 Correspondence, 1932
28/384-385 Correspondence, 1933
28/386-387 Correspondence, 1936-1937
28/388-389 Correspondence, 1939-1941
28/390-391 Correspondence, 1946-1948
28/392-393 Correspondence, 1948-1950
28/394 Correspondence, 1950-1951
28/395-396 Papers relating to the State Board of Charities and Corrections, 1919-1922
28/397 D.D. Wallace personal receipts, 1930s
28/398 D.D. Wallace personal receipts, 1930s-1950s
28/399 Financial records, 1922 (D.D.Wallace and family; includes correspondence)
28/400-401 Financial records, 1922
28/402-403 Financial records, 1923
28/404-405 Financial records, 1924
28/406-407 Financial records, 1925-1926
28/408-409 Financial records, 1926-1927
28/410-411 Financial records, 1928-1931
28/412 Financial records, 1931-1933
28/413 Financial records, 1933-1937
28/414-415 Financial records, 1938-1950
28/416 Notes, clippings, printed material, etc., on various topics, alphabetically arranged by subject, A – J
28/417 Notes, K – South Carolina, Reconstruction
28/418 Notes, S – W
28/419-420 Manuscripts and publications (includes articles, papers, and editorials; see microform guide for details)
28/421-422 Miscellaneous notes and articles (see microform guide for details)
28/423 Galley of *Charleston Business on the Eve of the Revolution* by Leila Sellers, edited by David D. Wallace

28/424 Family correspondence, David D. Wallace to Sophie W. Adam, 1893-1895

28/425 Family correspondence, 1896

28/426 Family correspondence, 1897

28/427 Family correspondence, 1898

28/428 Family correspondence, David D. Wallace to Sophie Adam (Wallace), 1899-1917

28/429 Wallace family correspondence, 1894-1943

28/430 Sophie Wallace family letters (& letters of Sophie Wallace Clippard)

28/431 Sophie Adam Wallace correspondence and papers, 1899-1932

28/432 Wallace family correspondence, 1922-1951

28/433 Wallace family correspondence (mostly D.D. Wallace and daughter Sophie), 1908-1953; and misc. items

28/434 Robert M. Wallace correspondence and papers

28/435 Wallace family correspondence, 1940s-1970s; estate records of DDW; letters of Eola and Theodore Willis, 1935-1949; and religious writings (1880s) of S.M. Willis

28/436 Correspondence and papers of Adam, Willis, and Duncan families, 1822-1918

28/437 Robert M. Adam papers, 1866-1918

28/438 Adam family correspondence; poetry of Lydia W. Mellard

28/439 Robert Adam blockade runner reminiscences; and Adam family correspondence and papers, 1854-1870s

28/440 Adam and Willis family correspondence and papers, 1827-1914; includes letters to George F. Adam, a prisoner at Ft. Delaware

28/441 Adam family correspondence, 1898-1918

28/442 Adam family correspondence, 1894-1921

28/443 Adam family correspondence, 1865-1926

28/444 Photographs

28/445 Genealogies of the families of Adam, Duncan, Lomax, Wallace, Wallis, etc.

28/446 L. Lomax diary, 1861; correspondence regarding Jane Fisher, 1865-1889; and misc. family papers and ephemera

28/447 Lomax, Adam, and Wallace family papers; includes papers re Rev. Alfred Gatty, a domestic servant agreement (1866), writings of A. Lomax Wallace, papers (1910-1965) pertaining to Adam family property in Bay City (Texas), a recipe and household book (1890s) of Alice A. Lomax Wallace, and a scrapbook (1870s-1902) mostly about politics and Confederate veterans

28/448 Notebooks, etc.; includes reminiscences about David D. Wallace by Sophie W. Clippard, and “Letters of an Abbeville Lady, 1839-1851” by Mary E. Duncan Lomax

28/449 “Letters of an Abbeville Lady” and transcripts of letters to A.A. Lomax
28/450  Records [kept by George Adam] “of things issued to Confederate prisoners in Fort Delaware.” Mostly records of blankets and clothing (and tobacco) issued to men from Virginia, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, etc.

28/451  “Wofford College Files” (for details, see the microform edition guide, p. 40, for box #28-500

28/452  Author’s copy of the Life of Henry Laurens (1915) by DDW; and misc. items removed from the book

1261.02.01  Adam Family Papers (28/436-443 ff.)
The Adam family papers are chiefly found in boxes 28/436-443. They are also in the following boxes:
28/444  Some Adam family photographs
28/445  Genealogical information on the Adam family
28/447  Adam family papers pertaining to land in Bay City, Texas
28/450  [George F. Adam’s] records of supplies issued to Confederate prisoners at Fort Delaware

1261.02.02  Willis Family Papers
28/435  Letters of Eola and Theodore Willis, 1935-1949; and religious writings (1880s) of S.M. Willis
28/436  Adams, Willis and Duncan family papers (includes reminiscences about S. Miller Willis by R.M. Adam)
28/440  Adam and Willis family correspondence and papers
28/444  Some Willis family photographs
28/445  Willis family genealogy (includes data on the Shecut family)